
LTVT setup – a guide.       Maurice Collins 
 

Create a folder anywhere on your hard drive to put LTVT files in. 

Download LTVT from http://ltvt.wikispaces.com/Downloads 

Download the LOLA 64 DEM data from: 
http://imbrium.mit.edu/DATA/LOLA_GDR/CYLINDRICAL/IMG/LDEM_64.IMG 

And this file also: http://imbrium.mit.edu/DATA/LOLA_GDR/CYLINDRICAL/IMG/LDEM_64.LBL 

Save them in your LTVT folder. 

Download the Clementine V2 texture from http://www.mapaplanet.org/explorer/moon.html 

Put that in your LTVT folder also. 

Launch LTVT (current version is LTVT_v0_21_4x.exe) 

Under the program menu “Files” select “Change external file associations” 

There are three Texture “change” buttons. Select the one you want the Clementine texture to be on, 
then browse to its location, by default the LTVT folder. If you set it to Texture 1 it will be the one that 
opens when LTVT starts. 
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Setting the DEM data 
 

Go to the Tools menu, and select “Change DEM options”. 

 

Click the button at top left that says “DEM file” 

Fine the LOLA 64 IMG file and select 

 

You can adjust the brightness wit the Boost gamma as at low lighting angles the image gets quite 
dark. Same for intensities. Try my values in the top screenshot and see if it is what you need. 

Click save as default, and OK. 



On the LTVT main screen, select DEM’s Display in 3D and check the Moon Display has the 
Clementine texture selected, if other than texture 1, click the one you set it to, and then the Texture 
button to display it. The DEM will drape the current texture displayed on the DEM when the “DEM” 
button is pressed. 

 

If you want constant sun angles, select the “Const” radial at upper right instead of “Norm” and enter 
the sun azimuth and elevation in the “Constant Sun Mode” boxes at upper right. 

 



To zoom enter a value in the Zoom box. To select a feature to rectify, right click on the area and 
select “Go to location, mark or create aerial view. 

In the DEM options, if you untick the compute cast shadows it will display the DEM without too 
much shadow in craters. Also by changing the sun angle you can cast shadows in ways you can’t on 
the real Moon.  

 

 

Other overlays can also be draped over the DEM data, especially useful is the LOLA topo color maps 
that can be obtained from the Celestia website (somewhere) and assembled into one image (it is a 
series of tiles). 

Hope this guide helps. 

Maurice Collins 
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